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The meaning of water in Cultures* 

M Arif AKŞİT** 

* Each person has variable concept on water, so, mostly because of cultural perception.  

** Prof. MD. Pediatrician, Neonatology and Pediatric Genetics  

For Human being, the valuable one be also important for the social, common conception. As 
sanctified and holly perspective, meaning above the real value. Water is essential for life and for 
environmental health, and even steam power, humification, rain and all the parameters has special 
worth, place. Natural events are given some connotations, as Satan and holly concept, as miracle 
effects.   

At this Article, the water, at social, cultural consideration, with changing the attitudes and perceiving 
the water, as abstract facts. 

omo sapiens, sapiens and all the living organism, water is obligatory essential for life. 

When someone indicated not drink water, mostly drink’s, tea, and other watery 

aspects.  

Each individual has different amount of water required. The minerals are also varied. This is 

influenced the concept at the cultural parameters. Several grounding and reasoning 

consideration is mostly be noticed at the cultural constraints.  

Outline 

Water Perceiving at the Cultures 

AIM: The meaning of water for Human being is special because it is essential for living and also social 

perspective there are several consideration. In this Article, the basic cultural point of view be under the 

specifications of values be in taken in attention.  

Grounding Aspects: From the book of B. Güvenç1, the specifications of Culture be taking in notice.  

Introduction: Each person has a dress, social dress, as a culture, thus, mostly not one specific one, mixed cultural 

structures be in mixed.  

General Considerations: Cultures can be separated as: 1) Gathering, clan, 2) Agriculture, 3) Industry, 4) 

High Technology, 5) Civil Liberties/Individual Rights Culture. As 8 division: a) Family, b) Sources, c) 

Environment, d) Education, e) Administration/Religion, f) Human, g) Health, h) Technology.  

Proceeding: Each person has specific attitudes and behaviour, thus at this Article, general perspective of 

cultures are noticed. Water has special meaning, so even hoy consideration is mostly be noticed.  

Conclusion: The meaning of water at cultural perspective is evaluated.  

Key Words: Water, the cultures, and cultural specifications on water 
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Özet 

Kültürlere göre Su Algısı 

Amaç: İnsan suyu gereksinimi olması, kültürel, sosyal açıdan da anlam yüklendiği gözlenir. Bu Makalede, kültürel 

öğelere göre su ilintisi irdelenmektedir.  

Dayanaklar/Kaynaklar: B. Güvenç1 Kültür tanımlaması temelinde irdeleme yapılmıştır.  

Giriş: İnsanların giysileri gibi sosyal yapısı, kültürel yapıları vardır ki, birey olarak karma kültür sıklıkla gözlenir. 

Genel Yaklaşım; kültürler: 1) Göçebe, 2) Tarım, 3) Endüstri, 4) Yüksek Teknoloji, 5) Birey Hakkı olarak 

ayrılmıştır. 8’li öğe olarak; a) Aile, b) Kaynaklar, c) Çevre, d) Eğitim, e) Yönetim, Din/Hukuk, sistemi, f) 

İnsan, g) Sağlık, h) Teknoloji ifade edilmektedir.  

Başlıca boyutlar: Her birey farklı yapıda olsa bile grup olarak ortak boyutlar sunulmaktadır.   

Yaklaşım: Su, birey ve topluma göre algı farkı olmakta, kutsallık bile yakıştırıldığı görülmektedir.   

Sonuç: İnsanların grup olarak özellikleri tanımlanmaktadır.  

Yorum: Su kelimesi ile ilgili toplumsal bakış açısı sunulmaktadır.  

Anahtar Kelimeler: Su, kültürlere ve kültürel öğeler 

 

Introduction 
As an individual perspective, be influenced to common, and the community concepts also be 

reflected to people. The configurations are not same, and being have a specific symbols. The 

presence be about this variation of them.  

The symbols cannot be defined exactly being a complex one. So, influences be obscure and the 

not a unique culture model, combination and be a culture mixture be also noted. Even at this 

Article, there is a strict borders be indicated, thus, at the reality they are not so clear.  

This is a general perspective under the 8 parameters of the cultures. Not be so righteous and not 

be like a chain in leg.  

Being remembering this century; liberty, equality, and brotherhood is the fact to be in 

consideration.  

Point of View 
Water has not for drinking, has several emotional aspects. As functioning watering the plants.  

In a Conference, one of the Academic person indicates, as they have Sardinians, in front of his 

home, thus, not any watering he performed. In Switzerland, raining is satisfactory, thus, 

therefore not given any extra water, thus in Anatolia, it all be drought. Thus, he indicated, he 

has not any idea about watering of some plant.  

Water has a special noticing at water.  
What a great feeling of being thirsty, so not considering drinking water. Intake and output is as 

routine behavioral act.  

Less water is prone to death, as more water is also, if kidneys are not working well. For life 

water is obligatory, thus be caution not to be a reason of death.  

From Cultural Perspective 
Each Cultural structure can be identified strictly, thus in reality all of them be in combination, 

diffusely be integrated. The below indications as a general perspective, being confirm several 

cultures side by side, or inside with each other.  

Thus, general perspective is the primary aim to be given at this Article.  
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1)—Gathering, Migrant Culture: Clan and group concept as in construction.  

To be present, to make a community, being as a football team, get together for a purpose. The 

condition be nearly same whether, sheep, goat, or cow. American mostly as cow, therefore 

called cowboy.  

Cleaning means being out of this smell, so not wanted, just a slight washing is satisfactory. 

Deep cleaning as holly, divine acts and for a special event, festivals.  

Tradition confirms the using of water, even for cleaning.  

Water usage is basically under female control, even getting the drinking water.  

a) Family construction:  

There are general rules, thus each family has some modifications. To be tidy, the outside shoe 

is taken off, inside slipper is used. Thus, it must be suitable for all, therefore slippers are big, 

hard to wear. Some family wants to wash the feet, as they said the water is divine, so protected 

from Satan income.   

Some clans, symbols are important. Color is meanings, national colors are mostly preferable.  

Holy washing is mostly be needed, when entering Mosque, Church etc.  

Washing due to the tradition, as religious styles are grounded on clan method.  

Even the odor is important, also an indication of the clan.  

Smell of rose, it indicates as aristocratic, so, not be used by the people.  

b) Sources of the Culture:  

When using a water, some pray words be used. As at Authors Grand Family, not now, ancient 

tradition is as; a) When drinking “not say any bad wards”, b) when washing nose, “for lifelong 

be a good smell”, c) when washing the face, “not seen any bad faces”, d) when washing the 

head, “not bend the head to anyone, always be believer of the Creation”, e) when washing right 

hand, “all the actions be on goodness and ethical”, f) when washing the left hand “be aware 

of bad and Satan act”, g) when washing the body, “be on righteous way”, h) when  the legs, 

“be always on road of ethical and truth”, as an example.  

The main concepts at the words are: 1) Be demand and be care, want any support only from the 

Creation, 2) Not to bend anyone as free, equal and in friendship, 3) Being walking on righteous 

road, ethical principles, 4) Demands and evil demands from us, be away, responsible is only us, 

5) Being for value production and be right to an individuals.  

Washing is also clearing the ideas, all the new concepts, being in love and respect, being ready 

to be died, as in war, clearing is for vital defence.  

c) Environment:  

Living place where the water is. The gathering be together, at the water source. To be possible 

to let used, wastewater, discharge to the nature.  

Turkish colonization, mostly above some inclination. Thus, the malaria, as the mosquito, 

Anopheles type, not be live as a habitat. Their wings are weak cannot fly at high places.  

The population at Anatolia is so rare, because of malaria. Turkish groups were aware of this 

disease. Setting at slopes also a benefit for sewer water discharge.  

Environment means, near water source. Thus it will be dangerous place, so if any attacks, be 

ready to cover the spring, oasis, then move another, so, surviving is possible.  

Cisterna making is stable, and be poisoned and be disturbed, so, finding a good place to hide is 

essential.  

Animals required more than plant growing, so the cattle be need near to a water source.  

d) Education Status:  
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For education stationary place as school configuration. For practice, field education is the best 

to learn. So, this is mainly for proficiency at hand making aspects, like hunting.  

Use the water clear, not making dirt is a water using education, so, this is the basic learning 

about the water. Water must be reserved and saved.  

e) Administration: Religion, State, Legitimate Structure:  

The person who managed the water using, is the leader. All the rules be on the using of water.  

Talking at the spring is important, as an educational status.  

Several traditions, washing and some divine regulations be on the water concept.  

When the earthen vase is broken, it is governmental duty to free given to family be at some 

communities.  

When an animal is drinking, not be hunting, as one traditional principle.  

f) Healthy Condition:  

In some communities, the weak ill infants, patients, be washed at the cold water, from coming 

the divine hill, so, the concept, only the healthy ones be with us.  

The concept of, old, geriatric depends on the clan, if physical activities is needed, remained at 

nature, left alone, and be died, as if be reached the God. For other communities, they are 

controlling the regulations and given advice, as a teacher role.  

Some water as holly, and be healed, so some divine words is said, as if gaining divine. So, even 

as placebo effect, some natural plant extracts are used.  

Some water contains probiotics, as used for healing consideration. Diluted yoghurt is one kind 

of it, contains high bacteria and not let even salmonella at the intestine.  

g) Technology Concept:  

Water is mostly used for food production. So, the cups and the arranging vessels be specific at 

clans. Earthenware ones be diffused water, so be make the water cooler.  

Each food be related to water quality if the water is contaminated the food be disregarded.  

Civilization even at the Gathering Culture, related to water source, so if no water, no civilization 

be confirmed.  

2)—Agriculture Culture:  

For stationary place, each person has an address, so being on rule is desired. For farming, a 

cultivated place is essential. Thus at old times, the people belongs to the land, buying and selling 

the land included the people also. Cannot be moved, thus at East this is not true. Even at the 

oasis, at the desert, haw can a population be moved or changed the place?  

The water is the indication of the settlement. Old Turkish places be nearby the source of fresh 

water, care and protected by military force. So, Gathering Culture specifications can be noted 

at such places. 

The source of the water, not only for drinking, for food making, washing; clothes and Human 

being. Get together units, thus, the traditions be passed form one generation to another.  

Washing places are special at the old Turkish Army, with black tent, so fighting must be done 

by washed  soldiers.  

Some places be as odor, scent of garlic, or some animal smells, so by washing means not to get 

rid of the aroma.  

Cultivating crop be collected as a festival, the equipment is nearly similar as the festivals, as 

Central Anatolia to Mexica, Northern Part, Near lack Sea, to Inca, as one wheat, the other corn.  

As summary water and using of water figurate the culture.  

d) Family construction:  
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For implanting the area to plant and the method is important. Some of them, directly to family 

traditions, like grape juice and vine making. Each family member being day and night be at 

work.  

If you want to collect roses for perfumes, before the sun rise, you must accumulate them.   

For grape be collected. As some factors: be Cupper sulfate before the leaves appear, the dosage 

afterwards differs, after the sixth leave buds, be cut the edge, be giving anti-fungal, biological 

control, controlling the grapes, if bees, so under some cover of them.  

For vine, first children be stepped on, this is called girl vine, later adults, this is regular vine, 

after, pressed, as quality one, more alcohol content later on. Red for 2-3, White for 1-2 years 

fermentation, with the Saccorimices c., as used at making bread.  

Each collecting and crop getting times being like a festival and praying.  

In our family tradition, this time is for care and serve the poor ones, for a year taking care.   

e) Sources of the Culture:  

Each crop as each vine has a traditional meaning. When drought places, the grapes are few, 

thus, the more sweetened. At Industry Culture, massive production, in this Culture, small thus 

be quality is the fact to produced.  

Rice is especially water is essential. So, care and serve the water is primary important.  

So, if the water is unsatisfactory, it must be carried and be given, so the crop is the factor to be 

as a market.  

f) Environment:  

The water and related factors be also in regulations in Culture. As Sphagnum moss, at Denmark, 

the moss over the ice placed, be also most selling as plant soil conditioner.  

This is indicating the environmental evidence be used as a positive factor. In Industry Culture, 

nearly collection all the fishes, thus, in this Culture, only some amount for life is taken.  

The fresh water source neat the sea-side, particularly important so, taken care from pyrites. The 

castles be at the top, for observing the water spring.  

The places where water is easily be used one.  

e) Education Status:  

Education mainly at the plant, the crop to get for. Grape and some plants need special 

continuous, care, so, family consideration is the best for quality, as noted even at Napa valley, 

in America.  

If the technique cause pollution, means the education level is not satisfactory, so, not be settled, 

so, left the place. Therefore, water protection, care and serve is prime important, even at the 

educational state.  

f) Administration: Religion, State, Legitimate Structure:  

As the regulations be according to the social status. At Hierapolis, near Denizli, when a person 

rape a goat, a) at low status, sentenced to death and the goat had been eaten, b) at middle status, 

paid the fine, and goat be eaten, and meat could be selling to the person, c) at high status, the 

goat be eaten together as a festival condition, the payment form the person.  

The same immunity at law can be at other cultures. As; 1) Gathering Culture, the leader only 

be accused of treason by high council, 2) Industry Culture, some position be taken as immune 

as the finance, owner of the fabric, 3) Hight Technology some duties has an immunity, like 

member of Parliament, legal Office member, so on. 4) At Civil Liberties, no one has a specialty, 

can be accused, and be sent to court, by objective evidence of harm and cruelty, not overcome 

the regulations.  
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Manager mostly used as divine concept, as not be at truth, thus for social power gaining is the 

reasoning. If on reality and truth, not needed, thus, for oppression and cruelty, want to holly 

concepts, thus even not any.  

Creation is what it is, not be any action, only scientific laws.   

g) Healthy Condition:  

Healthy one has muscle power, so, other techniques mostly depend on personal capacity.  

The proficiency be for lifelong, if you are a farmer, your family be a farmer. By education 

increasing the social action be at new generations, not at old ones. So, all people be at pride 

what they are.  

When not good at physical conditions, you must be not really a member of the community.  

For water usage, you must take advices form old person, as making the consultation, teaching 

instructions.   

h) Technology Concept:  

Technology is not so fast changed. The basic concept for care and serve the regulations, the 

traditions. All be for caring and saving the fresh water.  

When there is a thermal water, this place be for sanitation and also be holy place, be a 

crematorium, graveyard and must be praying building be there, as church, temples, so on.  

Even today the old places be remembered as a perfect situation, thus it is not. The people lived 

as a slave, not any rights as freedom, like voyage, marriage, so on.  

3)—Industry Culture:  

Production is more important. Take the water, being pollute it, then discharge, far away you, if 

a dangerous to other, it will be your benefit.  

At High Technology, the fabric who making pollution, pay the penalty, thus at this culture, it is 

the problem of others. The places be not suitable to live, so making another fabric to another 

suitable, safe water taken area.  

Pollution is the outcome of this Culture, so, they are not considering taking the responsibility.  

Economy at their perspective, just gain, more money and more production. At Civil Liberty 

Culture the meaning of Economics to: Effective, Efficient, Eligibility, Having satisfaction, 

Quality forming by continuous development process.  

The toxic materials be at the responsible of the Government, not them as the basic decision.  

a) Family construction:  

Family is the members of the community, as together with the field of job. Fabrics, Medicine, 

Civil Engineering, so on. Obeying the selected one, at their group is essential, like Gathering 

Culture system. At Medicine, Physicians, nurse, and medical staff are diverted, even the 

academic position be in difference.  

Not drink the tepid and normal spring water, some, bottled Coca, and other industrial ones be 

drinkable. Pepsi and Coca group is not mixed, they separated for their selection.  

Water is a holly concept, so, the desired, accepted and be given as a family rules. They must 

feel a appreciation to drinking water, as if father not give the money, they cannot drink the 

bottled sweetened water.  

b) Sources of the Culture:  

The source of the Culture, from the working place, and the attitudes of the manager. Professors 

eat another table, associated professors eats another table too. The conversation being differs at 

each table. The table to serving water is different. Each person has special glass, thus mostly 

they drink what they wanted to. Associate professors cannot demand.  
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The water source is like a holly place, nobody can reach it, some special person, garcon, be the 

one who try to serve the water, or whatever they drink or not.  

c) Environment:  

Because of the high population, the water must be carried form other places. This means not 

considering the others demand, just I take it.  

At desert and near the seaside places, the spring origin be kept safe, even by military, 

governmental actions.  

d) Education Status:  

The using of water, primarily for drinking water is notified. Information be at the bottle, with 

more information. The special system is arranged for division of fresh water, called Saka/in 

Turkish, by taken some money from the people.  

When a fire is seen, call the Fire Extinguisher, they fill put off the fire.  

At Denizli, the water table is high, at some houses, they are flowing at the garden, for cooling 

the vessels, so on. Thus a person, a judge-man give the toilet discharge to this system and all 

be ruined and closed.  

The high social status can be degenerated the system, no one indicate, as they are high educated 

person, they must know the best.   

e) Administration: Religion, State, Legitimate Structure:  

The government has the obligation to protect the water, and be given to each person. Thus, for 

drinking water, there can be a fee to be paid.  

Some regulation about the water, thus be strict, but, some high society can cancelled the rules, 

as an example given before.   

f) Healthy Condition:  

To be healthy, healthy water is obligatory and for the city, being continue settling, not be 

polluted.  

Thus, this right be for special class, the others cannot have, so, they must pay the place, for 

home and household.  

Boiling the water is essential, for sanitation, at the endemic Cholera areas, not even public 

officers and family be infected, thus, not drink as tepid water, like drinking tea or so on.  

g) Technology Concept:  

Water is a marketing, the area if have a spring water, bottling at the symbol of the place.  

Most spring water form common flow to home individual flow. The drinkable water to be in 

mark, a symbol and being belongs or have a benefit relation at the fabric. Each City has a 

dominant fresh water, so they are selling at this district, as Kalabak in Eskişehir.  

The drinkable and usable water is diverted and the specification are notified and be under 

control of Governmental Offices.  

4)—High Technology Culture:  

The power regulate the community, so, water be under their control. Water is a good marketing 

item also, so, even the different pH level be an indication of commercial indication.  

Even it is not any harm, by balancing the amount of taken volume, due the comparison selling 

items be as noticed as impairment performed. Not medical science, thus, form common sense.  

This is an indication of finance, being at the rule, and be controlling the community, about the 

water presentation.  

Water has a great marketing power.  

a) Family construction:  
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Families are only with mother and child, or alone. Thus, even children taken the knowledge 

from internet, and unbelievably detailed one at the multimedia, so they have the information. 

They cannot allow to mother or father, not to drink the carbonated drinks.   

Water, from huge information, what will be the choosing one, be assorted.  

The point, drinking and using the water, that is not harmful, and use the registered one.  

b) Sources of the Culture:  

Knowledge is continuously flows, thus, an expert being an filtered them. On TV, most 

professors are not on such subject, not about the subject professions, just have some information 

and ideas, thus, the one who said incredibly differs, not suitable at science. Commercial 

consideration is not indicate the science, just an information. So, the basic, primum no nocere, 

not making any harm.  

Reality and truth is hard to find, everybody taken some, as for their subject be the truth. The 

education therefore be based on not the knowledge, evaluation methods, what is the statistical 

proof, confirming the question, thus, answer be so clear. Hours talking and not any brief idea, 

not any outline.  

This aspect leads, fantasies, dreams, and epic histories as if reality, indicated as a personal 

decision and sole experience.  

c) Environment:  

Water sources are so much dirtiness, some are under protection, means some financial actions 

be the owner.  

When there is a fresh water, nearby some arrangement, and if you want to sit, want to drink, 

you must pay the price.  

Even the water clarification, filtration is an economic aspects. So, individual be in a borders, so 

want to cross, full of hatred and be anger. 

Nature is like a prison of finance. 

d) Education Status:  

Education must be a purpose, want to reach a point, even getting diplomas. Water is an adorable 

and even some technical knowledge be taken and given. The problem is at the application.  

Each bottle is full of knowledge on it, thus, what is the benefit is unknown. The indications are 

not so suitable.   

e) Administration: Religion, State, Legitimate Structure:  

When not be directly confirmed, thus, the power must own the water, source and be as the 

nature authorization. As regulated by international standards, so, individual aspects cannot be 

as any role, just be obey them.  

The law, regulations be upon the administration perspective.   

f) Healthy Condition:  

Water is a contributor to healthy conditional state. There are some specifications of water, thus, 

at several conditions, the water quality, means the minerals inside being differs.  

Soft water, nearly no mineral content, pH level is near 7, and taste the preferred one, thus spring 

water is rare. Best when taken with meal. 

If only water is drinking, complete mineral content is preferred, thus pH level be over 8, and it 

is hard water. The composition is important not to be sedimented. Calcium and Phosphorous be 

in balance, if not be sedimented.  

Less water means increase the BUN and Kreatinin, so Glomerular Filtration be low, must be 

increased. Much water, if not filtered, edema, and harm to tissues.  
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There are some limits, minimum and maximum, much more below and over being dangerous. 

So, if not considered the limits, you are at wrong direction. So, physician be regulated according 

to the individual aspects.  

g) Technology Concept:  

Water is a concept to finance and a selling aspect, thus, by indicating as the cups, bottles as 

harmful, immediately required to change them to new bottles, means money gaining. Thus at 

3-5 years later all be changed again.  

Glass heavy for transportation, breakable, and even 36 times more energy need for processing. 

Therefore glass only be used for special purpose, not routine usage. Even glass have an 

exchange inside of the fluid, so, high technology produced glass be used.  

As a result, several considerations on water, Continuous scientific evolution is essential, for 

reaching the point, thus, it is about the fact and the person. 

5)—Civil Liberties/Individual Rights Culture: As a person, solitary rights be on top of all. 

Each water requirement is differs, so, taken the guideline indications to be adapted to individual. 

Basic formula; output plus insensible be the total intake. If you asked a question what I will 

choose to drink, hard to be answered. So, theorical and applied being differs, mostly at medical 

education as intravenous treatment.  

At mothers milk, there is not any water, it is filtration from plasma, as at formula be a water, 

thus, not be mixed with formula water.   

When we considered cafein, as a mediatör for the human body. The dosage has several different 

effects on Human body. As in infants, 2,5mg/kg makes stimulation, 6,5mg/kg ventilation 

support, 10-12mg/kg starting the effect dosage, thus the normal dose be as 20-23mg/kg. When 

drinking Cola, as 150mg/Liter. For 70 kg person, nearly at 2mg/kg dose. The desired dose be 

by 250mg tablets as at least 4 tablets. The meaning the Cola dosage is low, not be harmful. The 

indications be as fairy tales and oppositions idea about Cola. The point is not restricted 

behaviour, indicate the status, person be make the consent.  

At mealtime, the food be balanced to absorption density so about 5-7 liters of fluid be collected 

at the intestine. So the fluid taken be helpful, or soup is the best. The content be less minerals, 

fresh spring water. Thus, before extra mineralization is advised, calcium, phosphorus, 

magnesium, zinc and even F-flor be given as 0,5ppm. Thus for tea drinkers, 400ppm F can be 

noticed in tea.  

If under the sun, for being tan, the water be high mineral content, sweeting requires minerals. 

1) Family construction:  

Father and mother considerations are nearly at same configuration, not widely divided. As 

father be, 1) at Gathering Culture be as the leader, being obey to him, 2) at Agriculture culture, 

be on the rules, thus the rule constructing one is mother, 3) at Industry culture, who brings the 

money, so be pray to him, 4) High technology Culture, who has the power, be a father, even 

female. At the 5) Civil Liberties, each one has being one time father, other time mother. Father 

finds the mother, thus, mother said yes. Both love means the child. The money can be given by 

father or mother, thus the other must give the consent. If not be separated, shared the time of 

the children.  

If someone who said, I knew it, means losing the person, the common. Listen and making 

contributions be better. As the Author practice, taken the knowledge, examine it and not directly 

good or bad, just being giving the positive sides and negatives as letting their consent. Crime is 

different of course.   
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Informative consent is not meaning just giving the information, the knowledge, the case, and 

the problem with the connection of the patient, and asking the questions. If not wide knowledge, 

let some time to search.  

Empathy is the way at the connection at the family, inside.   

2) Sources of the Culture:  

Each family has some holly drink, not wine in Turkey. Tea drinking is highest ratio in Turkey. 

Each family has different tea making method.  

So, e.g. family want to give tea to the newborn: There was a case, one mother want to give, 

father is resisted. So I made the solution as; first washing the tea, by get rid of the amphetamine, 

cafein etc., so only one teaspoon to mother first, up to 6 months of age. Later to child only 1-2 

teaspoon, with love affectioned words, as I love you my baby. Mother and father both be 

satisfied. Each father and mother is under press, so being find a way to balanced.   

The main point is not harmful, thus, both mother and father finding the solution, physician only 

be contribute.   

3) Environment:  

Environment, where the individual feels, full comfort and be happiness. Not meaning as alone, 

so technology allow to reach every aspects. The position be balanced and be not harmful, thus 

fully natural, not be any dangerous to them. Serve and protect, new progression is important.  

Most wanted a comfortable place, among computer and internet to work.  

4) Education Status:  

The knowledge leads person attitudes, thus not as on scientific and reality. Some indications ve 

easily confirmed and taken as the truth, thus false. An expertise, profession must be examine 

and be making the differences, the diversity. In Medicine, the physician who cares the patient 

has the responsibility, even at law, not the others.  

Mostly taken the information from the materials, bottles, and being as one truth. Harm and 

cruelty is obvious, so, suspicious being aware of. For example, MSG (Mono-sodium-Glutamat) 

like a cafein a neurological transmitter amino acids, first noted at Chine, in 1907. The indication 

as harm, given to rats as 12 big cups MSG to a rat, and indicated as some problems, as irritation. 

At FDA reports, there is not any medical scientific evidence as harm, thus several warnings, so 

be aware. The point if a person believe as harm, not be changed the decision, even you showed 

that it is not.  

The expert on nutrition and be adapted to a person are: dietician, metabolism, and responsible 

one to the patient. Thus, a legal concept, if not at medical truth, being at penalty.   

5) Administration: Religion, State, Legitimate Structure:  

Each person has rights to speak factor as used and non-profession about that subject, so, not 

reality based, commercial factor is mostly encountered. This is knowledge, not scientific reality, 

individual perspective. Religion most taken in notice, thus not any contribution. Legitimate, 

from individual perspective, be if not any harm and cruelty is not any action performed.   

6) Healthy Condition:  

Mostly to individual perspective, some fearful indication is used. Nearly all of them have no 

scientific bases, thus, the harmful ones be restricted and forbidden from government. 

Regulation so strict.  

In some TV presentation, the Medical Professors, thus not an expert, indicates as the chicken 

meat be leading cancerous, but nearly 80% of production is selling to Europa. There is not 

grounding factor, thus individual ideas. As, a medical person, cannot ve opposed as regulation 

based. If you said, Hamburger is dangerous and be a poison you notified on Turkish TV, thus 

if at America, you paid million dollars as fine. Like Dr. Oz, at a TV show, indicated as some 
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food supporters said as must be taken, then can be helpful, ask to your physician, thus being on 

penalty applied to him.  

There is a gap in Turkey, from individual base legal system.  

7) Technology Concept:  

Technology is in detailed, and expert opinion, artificial mind factors are influenced.  

Healthy water concept is in detailed, thus not be at reality.  

Some tales, and extra not proven factors are mentioned. Advertisement factors, directly on 

internet, thus, the information is not on truth.  

The one who has the technology leads the internet, being as Global Wide perspective want to 

be dominate the information. An individual hard to overcome these factors. They want to drink 

from expensive waters, people can drink from tepid water.  

Outline 
Water is such a material, like insect repellent, keeping away of Satan. Even a treated factor, 

thus, be in consideration of every magic concept. Thus there is a placebo effect in Medicine 

Science, if you give a meaning to the water, it can be feeling an effective part. Thus of course 

not in science, the believer, mostly at pain reduction be helpful, as noted endogenous secretion 

of seratonin, endorphin, dopamin and oxytocin. The words be not known ones, as “abracadabra” 

means as “I performed what I did” thus not be understandable one. The preying and give breath, 

to the water by some words, they must be Latin, Arabic, and other, not be understandable. As 

most Words in Quran, as “Creator is the one who performs, not believe magic, only believe 

science, reality, and grounded to Creator”. As indicated at Article 7, “The Divine Concept 

Given to Water”.   

Water is the fact for cleaning us, clearing, thus not minds and not behaviour, not turning to a 

good, ethical point. Clearing the soul, not by water, thus by thinking and minds for love and 

being at humanity.  

Water is not only a matter, also a symbol.  

Protection of water is now more than that, being rearrange the new climatic condition. 

Economics, not as reducing, as Effective, Efficient, Eligibility, Even causing happiness, and 

being on what it is.  

As in summary, at individual and cultural point of view, water is life, so love it.  
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